Rack N Roll℠
A Deployment Solution for
Healthcare Environments
Saving Time and Money Outside the Box
Once upon a time, computers came in large, cardboard boxes (with a
bunch of smaller boxes inside) that you had to remove, break down and
haul away. Workstation deployments were slow and expensive, and highly
paid technicians labored with box cutters and screwdrivers.
This type of deployment just wouldn’t cut it in a healthcare environment.
Due to limited space on site and a lack of warehouse space for staging,
there isn’t room for all of the packaging waste. In addition, breaking down
boxes creates dust and debris that is hazardous in a clinic or hospital.
Today, PDS delivers PCs, monitors and peripherals using our patented
Rack N Roll℠ Packaging and Deployment System.

The PDS Difference
• Reduce on-site waste and mess
through clean deployment and
installation
• Eliminate patient and staff
disruption with strategic
scheduling
• Increase efficiency of your
technical staff
• Reduce labor costs for
configuration and receiving
• Increase automation, accuracy
and timeliness of asset
information

Within the PDS ISO 9001:2008 certified facility, hardware is unboxed and
configured, software images are loaded, asset tags are applied, systems
are tested, DMI and other asset data is captured, and the systems are
Racked and ready to Roll to your location(s) according to client-specific
delivery instructions.

• Reduce facility requirements
and waste disposal costs

Deployments are fast, easy and inexpensive, and legacy systems can be
hauled away to be recycled using an EPA certified process. We also take
patient scheduling and room occupancy into consideration and develop a
deployment plan that eliminates downtime and minimizes disruption.

• Employ reintroduction
programs where we
warehouse, reconfigure and
re-deploy your assets

And the best part? Your IT analysts can focus on workflow management…
not waste management.

• Increase potential revenue and
cash back to you via recycling
programs

For more information, visit www.PDSIT.net
or call 800-966-6090.
PDSIT.net | 800-966-6090

• Eliminate product damage,
product incompatibilities and
dead-on-arrival equipment
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